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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the means of preventing illegal use of nuclear
material by terrorists or other sub-national groups and by governments.
With respect to sub-national groups, it concludes that the preventive
measures of national safeguards systems, when taken together with the
practical difficulties of using nuclear material,

would make the diversion

and illegal use of nuclear material unattractive in comparison with
other avenues open to these groups to attain their ends.

It notes that

tnorfc are only certain areas in the nuclear fuel cycle, e.g. production
of some types of nuclear fuel embodying highly enriched uranium and shipment
of strategically significant nuclear material, which contain material
potentially useful to these groups.

It also discusses the difficult

practical problems, e.g. coping with radiation, which would face the
groups in making use of the materials for terrorist purposes.
Concerning illegal use by Governments, the paper describes the role
; of international safeguards, as applied by the International Atomic
; Energy Agency, and the real deterrent effect of these safeguards which

i

j is achieved through the requirement to maintain comprehensive operating
t
|records of the use of nuclear material and by regular inspections to

'it
fyerify these records.

The paper makes the point that Australia would

Stfiot consider supplying nuclear material unless it were subject to
^International safeguards.
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Like many dniqs, prii»:nT-

"''

:-:; :

_ui[u;ic,n use in our

As is the case with
;,^, i'-ty tuuay , nuclear materials arc dangerous.
these other substances, w^ van!. >-^- be assured thut :.uclear mate-rials will
only be used by competent and authorised people ari'i that they will not
f a i l into the hands of men of ill will. If by remote chance they do
fall, into the wrong hands we want to know about it as quickly as possible
so that they may be rccoveruil without de-lay. IP. this paper we consider
tlit- arrangements in operation to guard against this chance and we look
,it the two possible cases, i.e. diversion at sub-national level, e.g.
by terrorist groups or individuals, and at a national level by governments.

It has been suggested that a sub-national group might steal
nuclear material and tiien use it for terrorist purposes or extortion.
Presumably it would ei thcr use or threaten to use the material in one or
more of three ways:
as an explosive;
a.s a biological poison; or
as <3 radiation source.
The thief will not find it easy to use the materials in these ways even
if he does succeed in stealing it (see Appendix A), but our prime concern
is to prevent the theft in the first place. We must also bear in mind
the possibility that the thief may be working within the field of atomic
energy.
To prevent theft, national safeguards systems are established
and the International Atomic Energy Agency has given six points of guidance to achieving an effective national system:
1.

There should be a proper definition of responsibility
and lines of authority, and of provisions for the
application of sanctions as necessary by those
responsible.

2.

Nuclear material may only be held or used by those
licensed to do so, and one condition for the grant
of a licence must be that provision is made by the
licensee to apply preventive measures prescribed
by the licensing authority.

3.

Preventive measures should be prescribed to match
the requirements of the paicicular materials and
the use involved.

M.

In particular t h e measures >.o apply to material in
t L .;;.;:; < >i : a.'.i! : - l < ' f . . i ...i.,..i>; . n_ .:. :^..••.'..

5.

There should be arrangement » to keep those responsible
at t ho national lew1, informed on the measures in
use, and to nake known to the operators of nuclear
plants anv changes 1:1 the requirements made of them.

6.

Those responsible at tin; national level must make sure
that the measures they prescribe are being properly
carried o\:'_ , and if this is not beinq done, that
prow; ami effective remedial action is taken.

These six reconime^eU-.tions are a useful basis for organising
national arran^um^ ts IOL ::u. a^u>.,js t o j^ie-.-ent sub-national diversion of
nuclear material.
Actual -orach ico, takim; iieert of the six points, results in
three rnair. i.'.:-.es >. '" def'-.'-.C':-. '1'iie first is clearly <Ji.)i!..i'i,)i"',cnk.
It
is directed to
(a)

preventing unautiiorj sec persons from gaining
access t ir.e nuclear matericils; and

(b)

preventing the unauthorised removal of the
nuclear material whether by persons gaining
unauthorised access or by persons having
legitimate access to them.

Containment usually takes the form of physical barriers and/or guards
who prevent unauthorised access or egress. Once the material is contained
the protection offered by containment is reinforced by surveillance
which is directed to
(a)

forestalling unauthorised removal of material; and

(b)

demonstrating that material has not been removed.

Standard forms of surveillance are guards, the use of sensors to detect
the removal of radioactive material, and tne use of cameras to survey
areas. In this technological age sophisticated techniques of surveillanci
are available and are used.
Equally important, however, is accountancy.
It inexorably
records the quantities of materials, their locations and their movements.
At all times the records v/ill show the disposition of the nuclear materia
even though it passes through processing plants which change its form and
concentration. They also show the history in terms of reactor exposure
and record the extent to which uranium is burnt and plutonium created.
Records are periodically confirmed by the taking of inventories
when the materials are seen, weighed, analysed and tested to ensure the
correctness of the records.

As ,1 whole, containment, survo n 1 nnr-, -.**
•• • • _
, .•...:.
•
:•>.,: pay.,, r<u inventories superimposed, make up what aro known
as safeguards. Properly operated, they make it "x* r lor^:! •.<"; t _ " y difficult
;" i .i.v/uiie '.u steal material and further, they make it d_ff*v"i'; to
,-oi.real a theft for any significant length of time.
It is important to appreciate that all parts of the- nuclear
fuel cycle are not equally attractive to thieves. In some areas the
nuclear material is too dilute, in others it is so radioactive; that
the risks involved cire unacceptable.; and so we can identify the attractive
taryet.'j in the nuclear fuel cycle and pay special attention to them.
Appendix B describes the stager, of the nucl.vir fuel cyc'.<- in tr.if r--r,'.--•>:'.
By employing proper safeguards measures, regularly reviewed
to ensure their effectiveness, successful theft can be made so difficult
as to be impracticable and not worth while in comparison with other means
which the potential thief might employ to e;ain his ends. The nuclear
power industry has never recorded a theft of nuclear weapon material,
and safeguards are continually evolving ?jid making the opportunity for
theft even more remote.
A final comment on sub-national theft is that it has been
suggested that to avoid the difficulties, dangers and uncertainties
inevitably associated with an attempt to steal nuclear material and
fabricate an explosive, the simple and sensible course for the wouldbe diverter is to look to a ready-made explosive from a military establishment. This would be obtained by some subterfuge such as bribing
appropriate service people, rather than by attempting to steal it directly.
At first glance the suggestion appears reasonable, but there is a major
practical difficulty because military authorities are well aware of the
potential of their explosives and they use very comprehensive fail-safe,
'dofencc-in-depth ' measures to protect them. As a result there has been
no successful theft of a nuclear weapon.
NATIONAL DIVERSION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS
So far wo have considered the possibility of theft from within
a nation and the countermeasure of a national safeguards system. Now
we examine the case of diversion by a nation or its representative government. Governments can overtly turn a country's efforts towards the
manufacture of nuclear explosives; we recognise this possibility and if
we know of their intention we can make the appropriate decisions with
respect to supply of Australian uranium. Of far more concern to us
would be governments, to whom we supply uranium in good faith, which
covertly manufacture nuclear explosives.
Firstly we look to would-be purchasers of Australian uranium
to have ratified the NPT*so that they too have an international obligation
not to manufacture or acquire nuclear explosives if they do not already
possess them. Secondly, if they have not ratified the NPT we want an undertaking by the importing government to the Australian Government that

*

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Australian material will not bu ust-u Lui UK: iiianai^^Luiv. ^ i" ;..,:^ 1 v_,.:'
explosive? and that verification of this by ait independent body will
be permitted.
To achieve this verification we need a kind of international
watch dog which would conduct both routine and spot checks to provide
"timely detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear
material from peaceful nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear
weapons or of other nuclear explosive devices or for purposes unknown,
and deterrence of such diversion by risk of early detection." The preceding quotation is actually a statement of the objectives of the
International Atomic Hneiyy A>ji_:.^-y' j ".iV'T Saf <"j\Kird.q System and it is of
course the IAE7\ to which we turn to carry out the independent verifications
that nations are being honest.
Australia, and many other nations, have ratified the NPT and
brought into force the required safeguards agreements with the IAEA.
The Agency document INFCIRC/153, which is actually a blueprint
of the NPT Safeguards agreement, sets down the principles which guide
the formulation of such agreements. It requires that a safeguards agreement should contain, amongst other things:
An undertaking to accept safeguards on all
nuclear material used for peaceful purposes.
A provision for the Agency's right to apply
safeguards.
A promise to cooperate with the Agency.
The establishment, by the State, of a national
system of accounting and control of all
nuclear material used for peaceful purposes.
A promise to supply information to the Agency
in so far as it is needed for verification.
A promise to permit Agency inspectors access
to records and the opportunity to check
material in a real, physical sense.
When an NPT Safeguards agreement is in operation the IAEA has
the right, which it exercises, to verify that diversion is not taking
place within a State. IAEA inspectors regularly visit Australia to confirm to their satisfaction vhat we can account for all our nuclear material, just as they visit other NPT countries. For further details of
the NPT safeguards system see Appendix C.
If countries are not parties to the NPT it is still possible
to apply an IAEA safeguards regime, as defined in Agency document
INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2. In this regime the Agency and State mutually agree
on facilities and materials to which safeguards will apply.

In summaiy, the IAEA can effectively oversee a country's national
safeguards system and within limits*detect whether material is bpi-> r ?
'I i vr>rt"fl. The TAK.' ir.spvjct-iuns also reinforce the national system's
effectiveness against sub-national diversion. Australia will only supr ly
nr-inium to non-nuclear weapon countries which will permit the IAEA to
verify that our uranium is not being used to manufacture nuclear explosives.
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, • : •• :'-.' ', ' , : ;: ' .* '.. !-. j ^: : :,e piut(jii lum isotope Pu-239) are required
• '• :-.;!>•.(.' a:. •.•:<; losi vj deviL't. V.'i Lh such ' wc-apor.-qrarJ'- ' high r.urity rr.^tal,
::••: :r. ".' i v.i'---- :• 'i'.1:.. ^ i,uiLahi>j neutron source and explosive assembly
• i - v i - e , :•! '^L'ib: '..'. nia/iij f ar't in''-' .nici ?iss"njjly of comporic-ist s , an explosion
^.;nparabi'.- wi'.Ji t_hjo:;e at. iiiroslum.i and i;arj<.ioaki can bt achieved. But
'he- -.f f i civiicy of the explosw. d'.-vicL- depends critically on each of
t hrs>- :\\~:':rira - thus for exanipl . , reduction in the purity of the material,
<r i-.-.'-jj ease Jn de'.siyn of f iciuncy or standards of workmanship, would rapidly
reduce the at t a i nobl e <>xplosi\"- y;e}d, a;,.; the probability of achieving
a b\.i;i:ess f ul explosion. As an instance, uranium metal containing only
..'O't of the isotope U-235 requires a mass of about 350 kg to go critical,
provided it is <;uri ounded by a similar mass of natural uraniuir, metal;
iiowever a significant change- in neutron lifetime in this material markedly
increases the difficulty of achieving detonation. But a crudely-made
device, if it can be made to detonate, can cause a relatively powerful
explosion (of the order of tons of TOT equivalent) and in addition can
dissipate substantial quantities of highly radioactive materials.
The problem for the would-be diverter proposing to make and
use an explosive device is to be sure that what he creates will behave
.ib he plans. This of course does not apply if the material is stolen
to be the basis for a threat.
TI'.J bioli. '•] ical i:O'lvo~n - plutonium, in common with other strong alpha
particle emitters, is a highly radiotoxic material - some have called
it the most poisonous substance known to man, - and it has been suggested
that dispersion of relatively small quantities of powdered plutonium
oxide or nitrate would cause widespread cancer in the affected population,
and render the affected areas permanently uninhabitable because of its
24,000 year half-life.
However rocent studies* have shown that while plutonium is very
toxic - in common with other similar alpha particle emitters such as
radium - it is certainly not the most poisonous substance known to man,

Cohen, B.L., 'The Hazards of Plutonium Disposal1,
Institute for Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge, USA, March, 1975.
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The studies also point out that dispersion of plxitonium as proposed for
contamination purposes is not particularly easy to achieve and need not
necessarily have- disastrous effects on the habitubility of an area, because the area can he effectively decontaminated by physical and chemicc
means. Plutonium can be detected and measured easily even in minute
concentrations and Car more readily than equivalent or worse chemical
poisons, thereby simplifying the determination of whether it has in faci
or the extent to which decontamination has progressed.
Plutonium must be specially contained and handled with care to
avoid exposure to its radiation and, if large enough quantities are involved, an accidental criticality incident. Meeting these conditions
would involve a would-be diverter in the provision of the necessary
facilities and expertise and he would have to accept the resulting complications in his procedures. The question facing him would be whether
the desired toxic effects could not be achieved more easily from some o
the more common, easily handled and in many cases more lethal poisons.
The radiation sendee - fission products and materials activated by expc
sure to neutrons in reactors can produce high levels of radiation, whic
could cause debilitation or death to exposed individuals. However the
high levels of radiation make it necessary always to handle and transpc
these materials inside massive, heavy shielding, so theft v. 3uld be difJ
icult , handling of the material without proper shielding would be extr(
dangerous, while explosive breaching of the shielding to release and sj
the radioactive material would require very large amounts indeed of coi
ventional explosive .
The problem for the would-be diverter is whether the probable
results would be commensurate with the risks and difficulties of the i
use.

.STACKS r;j ':'!•:•: ::"CLKA;-. ;-'CI-:L CYCLE vuL.'ir.i-Aisu; TO DivnHsiOH
,1 :%•;•» -' ; ' i i u . ' J i a:~ 1 ue 1 c:yr; 1'_• is shown jn Fi'-iuro !•, 1 and a conKirration of tin- various rtaq'/;;, •):• i :>. *;:•.•• f '. 1 •//;: :.u- ;-ui uyrupns, shows
•j.al Lli'-'ii.' aiv only a t ew aiea.s possible for di version of material suitable- for tlif us".s described ,ibov<:.

""'•:'':v '.;?,v;' r:t i <':'>:.; - refer:; to m i n i n q of urap.ii.in or"S a:/! ;.r-j,iu'jtiori of
•.••• i I'/A-cviki.-. N'o m a t e r i a l s an- j-'rcxJuceu in this stage which if diverted,
w'juld •..•n.iblt.' terrorists to ;.rod\ici.- either n nuclear explosivo or a
;-j;iiation iia/.arn. This st:drj(.- may then.:for'.1 be excluded from consideration.
''>;;'' ':'.•;:':'>.' - refers t.o th<- i->roduf:t i on <^f 'ir-ir.iurn tvx-'if : u' .r : :• fr'r
•.••• 1 If .w-.iV' . !r.' h' A.ii 1 - ..i a. :•_• it, no more toxi<~ than many other chemicals,
it cannot be made to exidode and so this staui- too may be ex.clul^d from
. •);-!>: idrr.t' u.a.
.iy which the i.'crceiitage of the uranium isotope
:j-JJ5 is increased from tho 0.71'. of naturally occurrinr,: uranium, to that
n.-quj red by the particular teactor concerned. 'Light water1 reactors
as exemplified by the Westinghouse & General Electric designs use an
enrichment of about 3'i which in produced i;; a plant specially designed
tor tho purpose. This m,.'erial cannot be made to explode and is no more
toxic than 'natural' hexafluoride, nor can the plant produce significantly
higher degrees of enrichment without substantial reconstruction. Theft
from such a plant for terrorist purposes may safely be discounted.
Some research reactors, and a high-temperature gas-cooled power
reactor (HTGR) being developed in the USA, require much higher percentages
of U-235 in their fuel, typically between 80 and 90%. This material can
be made•to explode but is produced in different plants. The possibility
of attempted theft from such plants for terrorist purposes has to be
considered.
:'\<.c.l fatTi'vat-idi - refers to the operations of converting the enriched
hexafluoride to oxide and incorporating this into reactor fuel elements.
Theft of 'light water ' reactor fuel for terrorist purposes may be dismissed
as unlikely, except perhaps if plutonium were being used in place of some
of the uranium. This recycling of plutonium is under investigation as a
means of relieving the demand for enriched uranium and if it were introduced, sub-national groups might contemplate theft of such fuel if they
had access to the chemical extraction facilities with controlled atmosphere and fully-filtered ventilation that are required to enable recovery
of the plutonium from the fuel. The fuel itself cannot be made to explode. The same considerations apply to fast breeder reactor fuel which
is a mixture of plutonium and uranium oxides. However in assessing the
likelihood of an attempt at diversion of such plutonium-bearing fuels,
it should be noted that as plutonium is progressively recycled, amounts
of americium and californium associated with the plutonium also increase

level of the i'iut-o:! Linn t:v_-v also markedIv reduci

HTGF. ruel may also be considered a probable target for diversion
:s because it contains uranium wit':-, a high percentage of the isotope
:he isotope '_"-J3i, combined with thorium. The fuel itself cannot
be made to explode, so or.ro again the vould-be divorter faces the necessity of extracting the uranium isotopes from the thorium and the fuel
matrix. This is a corn:'am vivo! v simi-ln rhenical orocess but is not easy
ir. practice because of the groat difficulty of dissolving the fuel to
enable chemical separation, and also because the high levels of radiation
from rrcdurt^ ~~ tV .--v.-r.rar.. r :.~ rad i -active :--c.iv of th- l'-/1^ \ ••-.-.•-.i r--

.-.•"j'T.'J" - fuel ir. a reactor :iiay be stored prior to insertion into the
cere, ir. the core itself, c> in so-called cooling ponds after use in the
cere. Theft from store is essentially the same as from a fuel fabrication
plant. Theft from the core may be discounted as altogether too complicated.
Theft from the ponds would also be difficult and dangerous because of the
very high levels of ladiatic:. rrom the used fuel and the necessity to use
massive, heavy and cumbersome shielded transport containers.
?r.e'"''.oc.l ^e::roocssi.n:: o^o.r.ts - recover plutonium and the uranium isotopes
U-233 and U-235 (the latter isotope at percentages generally unsuited
for explosive manufacture). Theft of such materials would involve using
suitable shielding against the radiations associated with them as already
described, and would thus be hazardous and comparatively difficult. But
the materials offer possibilities of use for explosives or contaminants,
so attempts at diversion must be considered.
I'i-ar:S'09'i'~ - it is generally simpler to apply effective measures against
theft in a fixed establishment, than to a moving transport vehicle.
Consequently those parts of the fuel cycle where material suitable for
explosive or contaminant use is being transported between stages must
be regarded as generally more attractive to the would-be diverter.
1
Si'/'MO"'
!' - relatively few stages in the fuel cycle are probable targets
for
"""
'"• £/
^

attempted theft. The most likely are: new fuel production (including
supply of materials) shipment and storage; less likely stages are
used fuel storage or shipment.
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APPENDIX C
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SAFKGUAKDS SYSTKM
The .sytteni build.-; on a:i i n i t i a l inv_:.tojy of c;af .-r;uar 'Jabl': rri'.lear
nat.'ti il ." - h i : - ': ':-•/ .j :/LjLc, ,j.>i.v.' recraiai reports of changes in the
amounts and di:; tr ibution of r.urloar materi'! in a -cuntry to maintain a
'book inventory" which is p e r i o d i c a l l y '-oir.pare'l with r. physical inventory
''n~ stocktaking by plant operators which is verified by IAr.7i inspectors.*
The uncertainty ass<><" iat ed w i t h th- c 1 < > s in;; of t.iv material balance and
which. 15 caused by The. attamable limits of accuracy on analysis, sampling,
weiqhing, as w e l l as uncx|<'-cti.'d lossus/)s a mc-asui <? of the effectiveness
c>f material control.
if

V>->rif i rat ic- r, - y ' :H !A.::/ • : ' !.•• i:i!'.:.a. Ljlo.;n-^ u;i': t-ne
abbociated analysis of th-e unri.-rt.-iin.ty in tin-- balance are the critical
safeguards muasurnp;. Py i-t'ci'.-rly ~lios-_-i. sampling plans, independent
measurements of samples, and analysis of operating procedures, the IAEA
is able to detenni ne what l i m i t s of uncertainty in a ™r->.r..»-; al balance
arc associated with normal operation in a given plant. Should the uncertainty obtained in a particular balance exceed the liirit for normal
operations, the Agency will investigate the reason, and if a diversion
of a significant quantity of material has occurred, the Aoency would
then be able to determine, within the confidence limits associated with
its statistical sampling and analysis, that this diversion had occurred.
The Agency can only detect a diversion after ic has occurred,
so the frequency of its inspections is set to enable such detection to
occur before the diverted me-terial could be converted into an explosive
device. The Agency has no power to prevent a diversion, the action taken
following the Agency's detection of a diversion being for the Agency's
parent body, the UN, to decide.
The projected increase in world nuclear power generation and
the associated increase in inventories of nuclear materials suitable for
weapon manufacture would be expected to increase the cost and physical impact of safeguards, perhaps to unacceptable levels. To avoid this the
IAEA looks to improved inventory and control techniques to improve the
Duality of basic data, and ease its collection, and also to 'graded
safeguards ' - a concentration on materials in proportion to their strategic
significance, which, for example, will reduce the effort expended on say,
mtural uranium (which has relatively little direct interest for exilosive manufacture) in comparison with weapon-grade uranium, but without
•educing the overall effectiveness of verification activities.
It also
ooks to co-location of facilities and international ownership to reduce
he effort required to achieve effective safeguards.

The IAEA inspectorate consists of some 50 people including support
and analysis services. The staff are described by Feld in
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, May 1975, as technically
competent and devoted to their task. The budget for 1975 is
US$4.8 m, and anticipated expenditure for 1976 is around US$7 m.

GLOSSARY
The following definitions ar^ provided fo
witn some nn^l^-ir i.< r :.,.., u^-./u in trie app
arc

tin; reader r"i
o thi:, paper.

drawn from standard /-i i

-particle

A holium 4 nucleus emitted during a nuclear
transformation.

ALpfia-dccaf is radioactive

decay in which an alpha-particle is omitted; whence
alpha-radioactivit:', ah/'ia-aciivi;>., aly'iia-emiiic':-.
breeder

A reactor which produces more fissile material
than it consumes.

critical mass

The minimum mass of fissile material which can b-no.'.It, capable or sustaining a nuclear chain reaction;
whence c.-1:t'.c-z",:. l]t, the condition of being critical;
ci'i t lea li iu acci'lcr. t.

fast reactor

A reactor in which fission is induced predominantly
by fast neutrons, that is, neutrons moving at high
speeds; whence fast breeder reactor-, see breeder
above.

fission

The splitting of a heavy nucleus into two approximately equal fragments.

This is accompanied by the

emission of neutrons and release of energy; whence
fission products, the atoms formed in the fission
process.
half-life

The time taken for the activity of a radioactive
substance to decay to half its original value.

The

term is often extended to other processes.
lexafluoride

The gaseous compound uranium hexafluoride (UFg),
used in diffusion and centrifugal uranium enrichment
plants.

sotope

(Abbreviated 'hex'.)

Varieties of the same element having different
masses; whence isotopie.

ight-water reactor

A reactor of the general type cooled by ordinary
(light) water.

:utron

A nuclear particle having no electric charge and
the approximate mass of a hydrogen nucleus.

diotoxic

Having toxicity due to radioactivity.

llowcake

The uranium oxide concentrate produced by a uranium
treatment plant.
(continued)
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